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Background
• Scottish Vowel Length Rule (SVLR): Unlike many Englishes, which show the Voicing
Effect (VE), Scottish English vowels are generally short, except before /r/, voiced
fricatives and morpheme boundaries in word-final stressed syllables (Aitken, 1981/2016;
Scobbie et al 1999)

• SVLR occurred in the history of Scots, and reported to be receding in contemporary
Scottish English
• Vowels currently affected by SVLR debated:
• Only /i ʉ/ in read forms of Scottish Standard English? (e.g. Scobbie et al, 1999)
• Additional vowels in the North East? (Warren, 2018)
• Evidence of Rule weakening in Edinburgh (contact with Anglo-English, Hewlett et al , 1999)
and Glasgow vernacular mediated by prosodic factors (Rathcke & Stuart-Smith, 2016)

• Which vowels are subject to the SVLR across Scottish dialects?
• Is the SVLR influenced by social factors such as gender and social class?
• Has as the implementation of the SVLR changed in Scottish English over the 20th
century?
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• Vowels grouped into four sets:
• /ɪ ɛ ʌ /: unlikely to show SVLR
• /a ɔ/: unlikely to show SVLR in most dialects
• /e o/: may show SVLR in some dialects
(e.g. Aitken 1981, 2016; Warren 2018)

Methods

• /i ʉ/: likely to show SVLR in Central Belt dialects, perhaps all

• Automatic ISCAN measurement of duration of Scottish monophthongs /i ɪ e ɛ a ɔ
(e.g. Scobbie et al, 1999)
ʌ o ʉ/ in monosyllabic words
• Linear mixed effects modelling of log vowel duration in R
• Removed vowels < 49msec (to avoid reduced tokens; Dodsworth, 2013)
⁻ Fixed factors: local Speech Rate, Phrase position, Vowel, following
• 146 speakers, 3 corpora (SCOTS, Glasgow BiD, Edinburgh) from 5 dialects (South,
Context, Gender, birth Time, Context*Rate, owel*Context*Dialect
⁻ Word and Speaker random intercepts; slopes did not converge
Glasgow, Edinburgh, Northern, Highlands/Islands/Insular) =143,878 tokens
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Vowel duration varies by vowel, following context, and local
speech rate
Figure 3: Observed local
speech rate (speech rate
deviation from speaker mean
speech rate) according to
following context for the /i ʉ/
vowels together
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• SVLR present in Northern and Highlands/Islands/ Insular dialects for
/e/ and /o/ (cf Warren, 2018)
• SVLR present across all dialects for /i/ and /ʉ/
• ‘anti’-Voicing Effect across all vowels: very short before voiced stops
(and nasals and laterals)
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Figure 4: Predicted
mean /ɪ ɛ ʌ / duration
according to birth
Time - this illustrates
the pattern found for
all four groups of
vowels.
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Time and speech style effects

• For /i ʉ/, SVLR long context, longer at slower speech rates
• For /e o/ there is no interaction, suggesting no structural lengthening for
these vowels
• /ɪ ɛ ʌ / and /a ɔ/ show interactions with rate, but no clear pattern

• The earliest-born speakers show longer vowel durations
• This looks like a style/task effect: most of the earliest-born speakers
were reading, most of the later-born speakers, talked spontaneously
• No evidence for change over time in SVLR implementation for those
born between 1950 and 1990 in this sample
• More data required in order to run complex interactions to examine
this fully for some vowels

CONCLUSIONS
• first steps to consider SVLR across contemporary spontaneous
No clear role for social factors
• No effect of gender across all vowels
Scottish English using large-scale automated speech analysis
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• results support Scobbie et al (1999)’s claim of SVLR only in /i ʉ/,
speakers) – no evidence yet for difference, i.e. weaker SVLR
now for all dialects, also in spontaneous speech (traces for /e o/)
implementation, in these speakers
• intriguing finding of ‘anti’-Voicing Effect for Scottish English vowels
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